City of Hallandale Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
Filling Station & Fleet Conversion Market Guidance Findings

Lambert Advisory (Lambert) has completed its research associated with the development of a
CNG filling station on a 2.74 acre City of Hallandale Beach (City) owned property along Ansin
Boulevard. The site just east of Interstate 95, with appropriate signage, will be able to enjoy
good visibility from the Interstate. This memorandum highlights our findings.
Summary
Lambert researched trends in the CNG market and conducted a variety of interviews with
relevant industry officials covering:
•
•
•
•

Current Industry Trends
Public Sector Efforts
Private Sector Efforts
Other Considerations

Our research has indicated the following:
•

Many of the largest public and private fleet owners of localized fleets (large
municipalities, intra-city express package delivery vehicles, trash haulers) throughout
Florida and the United States are converting their fleets to CNG given that to obtain the
same equivalent performance of a gallon of gasoline or diesel (Gas Gallon Equivalent –
GGE), CNG is approximately 50% of the cost. Given the prevalence of natural gas
domestically, this ratio is expected to hold for some time into the future. Additionally,
CNG produces less carbon admissions and is expected to reduce vehicle maintenance
over the long term;

•

Larger inter-city fleets of long haul trucks are also beginning to convert their fleets to
natural gas as well given the potential savings, but these trucks require Liquid Natural
Gas (LNG) rather than CNG for a variety of technical reasons. These trucks are
principally 18-wheeler trucks which utilize the nation’s highway system. Despite the
potential savings, the conversion of these vehicles to LNG has principally been slowed
due to the lack of refilling infrastructure in cities and along the interstate system;

•

The capital costs associated with CNG filling stations is approximately $250,000 per
rapid filling station with a minimum of eight filling stations given the need to spread
common infrastructure and equipment cost. The minimum economically efficient CNG
filling station is approximately $2.0 million to development net of the cost of land. LNG
filling stations, given that LNG requires major cooling infrastructure is approximately
double that of CNG for an equivalent number of hookups;
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•

In addition to cost of the fueling station, there is also a cost of converting a fleet to CNG
from gasoline or diesel. This cost is substantial. For example, sanitation trucks cost
approximately $65,000 per vehicle to covert and the cost per vehicle for a new truck is
$40,000 to $50,000 per vehicle higher for CNG than for gas or diesel. Additionally, the
cost of converting or expanding maintenance facilities needs to be accounted for as
well;

•

Given a reasonable understanding of the cost of building the CNG infrastructure and
converting an existing fleet or purchasing a new fleet, the metric for cost recovery
through savings from utilizing natural gas over gasoline or diesel is a reasonably straight
forward calculation. To recover the capital cost of infrastructure and conversion in
approximately 5 years, a fleet of 70 vehicles which drive 40,000 plus miles a year would
have to be converted (Appendix A – Conversion Analysis). While Hallandale Beach
meets the threshold in fleet size, the small size of the municipality means that it never
comes close to meeting the mileage threshold;

•

Given the rapidly changing natural gas market, expansion of infrastructure throughout
the United States and substantially longer than five year time frame to recover the cost
of investment we do not recommend the City develop a facility for its own purposes
exclusively. Likewise, we have interviewed a number of municipalities which have
developed CNG facilities and have accommodated the utilization of private fleets but
this business has turned out to be a modest part of the utilization of most of these
facilities given that the fleets need to be utilized principally within a seven to ten mile
radius of the refueling facility so that to-and-from drive time in minimized;

•

While the time frame to recover the City’s infrastructure investment given the relative
miles per year its fleet travels may be too long to comfortably project, given the strong
location and visibility of the Ansin Boulevard site and the economic and environmental
benefits of converting a fleet to CNG we do recommend that the City issue a solicitation
to identify a private development/fleet partner who would make the required
investment in the refueling facility in return for a long term agreement with the City to
purchase fuel from the facility at preferred rates. Likewise, the City should explore the
potential of concurrently allowing the investor the rights to develop a LNG fueling
station in addition to the CNG station on site to capture the soon to be expanding I-95
truck traffic which will run on LNG fuel;

•

As it relates to issuing the solicitation, we strongly recommend two other elements.
First, the City needs to move very quickly given that the market appears to be changing
and expanding so rapidly that there is likely to be increased competition from other
municipalities and strong sites in the near future to establish large refueling stations.
Second, the City should strongly consider taking any value of its land through a long
term reduction in CNG cost rather than any participation in revenue from the land lease
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given the rapidly changing nature of the industry. This would take a form of a fixed
percent below the best customer rate and concurrently benchmarked against the
regional or national CNG gas gallon equivalent retail cost.
Current Industry Trends
Beyond the documented environmental benefits of burning cleaner natural gas in local truck
fleets, conversion programs began growing at an accelerated rate in in 2008 as the average
price of gasoline reached $4.00 a gallon and have generally hovered between $3.00 and $4.00
since then. Diesel fuel prices typically are 15 to 20 percent higher than unleaded gasoline.
CNG prices can range from 30 to 60 percent lower than diesel fuel price per Gas Gallon
Equivalent (GGE), which is broadly defined as the amount of natural gas required to drive the
same number of miles under the same operating conditions as diesel. Savings have averaged
50 percent over the past several years.
The growing gap between diesel fuel and CNG has facilitated increased efforts by units of
government as well as private sector industries to convert vehicles to CNG or LNG, especially
those with truck fleets that use diesel fuel (typically Class 6, 7 and 8 trucks).
Public Sector Efforts
Up until the present, California, Texas, Arizona, Louisiana and Michigan have maintained the
most aggressive public sector CNG conversion programs. Besides the environmental benefits
and the savings from eventual payback of conversion these states have extensive natural gas
pipeline infrastructure.
Florida is beginning to make in-roads, but biggest issue in Florida is infrastructure – most
notably, lack pipeline infrastructure to provide supply, which is more cost effective then
providing supply by tanker truck.
However, Hallandale Beach would not be the first unit of government in the State to covert its
fleet to natural gas. Public sectors conversion programs among units of government in Florida
to date include:
 In 2012, the City of Clearwater Solid Waste Department, in partnership with
Clearwater Gas System (owned by the City) built the first CNG facility in the Tampa
Bay area. The facility cost $2.0 million and eight pumps/hoses on two islands (four
per island). The City has a fleet of 70 solid waste trucks that will be replaced with
new trucks designed to run on CNG. The replacement program will take 6-7 years at
a cost of $200,000 per truck. The City chose the replacement option over
conversion of the existing fleet, which would have cost $65,000 per truck on an
older fleet of trucks since many of the trucks in the City’s fleet were going to require
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replacement in the near future in any event. Since the opening of the facility, the
City has entered into contracts with Verizon to provide CNG to 13 of their service
vans locally, and two waste/recycling trucks owned by a local private company. The
City estimates that over the long term, 80% of demand will be for City Solid Waste
Trucks and 20% for other users, with a 7+-year payback. They plan to open the
facility to the public in the next year. Current price for CNG at the facility is
$2.05/gallon.
 Energy Services of Pensacola (ESP, which is owned by the City of Pensacola), in
partnership with the Emerald Coast Utilities Authority (ECUA), opened the
panhandle’s first CNG facility in November 2012. The facility cost $1.8 million. As
part of the effort, the City of Pensacola and ECUA agreed to transition their vehicle
fleets to CNG. ECUA plans to ultimately convert 275 vehicles over the next 10 years.
ECUA expects savings of $250,000 per year in maintenance costs and $1.0 million a
year in fuel costs. Under the terms of the agreement, ECUA will pay ESP a monthly
transportation charge as well as an indexed price per diesel gallon equivalent of CNG
fuel used by ECUA vehicles. Two other stations are planned for the Pensacola area,
including one in Gulf Breeze. Current price for CNG at the facility is $2.05/gallon
 Hillsborough County Aviation Authority (Tampa International Airport) opened a
CNG facility in March of 2012. The Authority plans to convert 83 its 115 vehicle
fleet to CNG within the next ten years. The Authority anticipates fuel cost savings of
$1.0 million over the first five years and payback on investment over the same time
period. The facility was built by Clean Energy Fuels (T. Boone Pickens) (costs were
not reported). Through an agreement with the Aviation Authority, Clean Energy will
also operate and maintain a “turnkey” facility at the airport for a term of 20 years
and pay the Authority rent as well as royalties on CNG sales. TECO People’s Gas will
supply the natural gas pipelined to the facility. The facility is open to the public.
Current price for CNG at the facility is $2.34/gallon
 City of Milton, in cooperation with Natural Gas of Milton, opened a public access
CNG fueling station in January 2103. Funds for the facility were provided through a
federal grant. Current price for CNG at the facility is $1.98/gallon.
Other units of government in Florida have already made the conversion or are planning CNG
conversion programs for vehicle fleets. A number of these agencies reportedly have received
grants through the Florida Energy Office of Department of Community Affairs. These include:
 Miami-Dade Aviation Authority
 Palm Beach County
 Broward County, which reportedly has three CNG fueling stations including:
Commercial Blvd Station, SW 4th Avenue Station and Andrews Avenue Station.
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 Palm Beach Gardens
 City of North Miami
 City of Deerfield Beach
 City of Sunrise
 City of Leesburg
 Sarasota County Sheriff’s Department
Private Sector CNG Efforts
Heavily driven by economics and with a secondary benefit of enhancing their green credentials,
waste management companies are one of the leading industries converting fleets of Class 7 and
8 trucks from diesel fuel to CNG.
Waste Management Inc., based in Houston, with operations throughout North America, has a
fleet of 17,000 Class 8 truck vehicles. Currently, 1,400 have been converted to CNG. Waste
Management plans to convert all 17,000 over the next 5 years. They have also developed 28
CNG fueling stations in North America, with plans to have 50 stations by the end of 2012 or
early in 2013.
Existing or planned facilities by Waste Management of Florida Inc., as well as other waste
management companies in Florida include:
 Waste Management Inc., of Florida opened a CNG fueling station in Pompano Beach
The “Clean N’ Green” station opened in November 2012. The station will serve its
fleet of 75 trucks at the Pompano Beach facility and be open to units of government
and commercial fleets. The CNG trucks service Cooper City, Coral Springs, Dania
Beach, Davie, Lauderdale Lakes, Lighthouse Point, Margate, Parkland, Plantation,
Pompano Beach, Tamarac, Wilton Manor and unincorporated Broward County. ET
Environmental built the facility, which was funded by Waste Management. The cost
of development is not available however the current price for CNG at the facility is
$2.20/gallon.
 Waste Management also has a slow fill CNG facility in Sarasota and plans to open
two other two other facilities in Palm Beach County and Tampa Bay in 2013.
 In 2009, Choice Environmental Services (Choice), a provider of solid waste and
recycling services to south Florida communities, became one of the first waste
management companies in Florida to convert a portion of their fleet of trucks to
CNG. In late October of 2009, Choice also opened a CNG refuse truck fueling station,
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in Pompano Beach, which was designed, built and is being operated by Clean Energy
Fuels Corp. Natural gas is supplied by TECO People’s Gas.
 Waste Pro has partnered with Clean Energy Fuels to build and operate a “multimillion dollar” CNG facility in Fort Pierce, Florida. Waste Pro plans to convert 150 of
its truck fleet to CNG. Waste Pro operates in 115 communities with plans to open
additional facilities throughout the south, including Florida.
 JJ Taylor Companies of Tampa (a beer distributor) is replacing it 95-unit fleet running
on diesel fuel to CNG. As of the program they also plan to build a CNG fueling
station for their operations in Tampa and Ft. Myers.
There are also several companies with semi/tractor trailer truck fleets which are implementing
pilot programs to test the effectiveness of converting to Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) given that
these long haul vehicles cannot yet run on CNG. Some examples include:
 Wal-Mart;
 UPS;
 Staples;
 Tyson Chicken;
 Con-way Freight; and,
 Ryder
Companies with large Class 8 truck fleets (tractor trailers) which require LNG fuel have been
proceeding more cautiously about implementing a comprehensive conversion program than
their local and governmental fleet counterparts. The principal reasons are as follows:
 The cost of a new truck running on CNG cost $35,000+ more than a truck running on
diesel fuel, while the cost of a new truck running on LNG cost $65,000 more than a
truck running on diesel fuel. Alternatively, it costs anywhere from $5,000 to $80,000
to convert existing trucks running on diesel fuel to CNG or LNG;
 Uncertainty over the cost to maintain a truck running on LNG; and,
 Lack of fueling stations which is especially the case in Florida at this point.
As it relates to the lack of fueling stations, substantial change appears to be on the way.
Clean Energy Fuels Corporation was in the process of building 70 LNG stations in 2012 and is
planning to open another 80 stations in 2013. They are building these stations along some
of the busiest truck routes in the United States, about 250 to 300 miles apart so that trucks
running on LNG can be fueled easily. Clean Energy is working with Flying J and Pilot to add
LNG pumps at existing truck stops throughout the country. Given the strong location with
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potential sign visibility from I-95 of the Ansin Boulevard site, designing the facility to
accommodate LNG “pumps” to complement the CNG filling station may be wise. If a
growing number of intercity vehicles are converted to LNG, the site may be well positioned
to capture I-95 truck traffic.
Finally, there is a growing market niche for passenger cars running CNG. Honda is the
market leader in the small market niche for passenger cars. Other manufacturers that offer
a CNG option include:
 Ford
 BMW
 Volvo
 Mercedes
 Volkswagen
 Chevrolet – Cavalier model
This market will continue to grow, and making sure that facilities are open to the public will
only further support the move to cleaner natural gas for vehicular fuel and broaden the
revenue potential of the facility. However, as natural gas becomes ubiquitous, existing
filling stations will seek to add CNG filling capacity and the prime locations along Hallandale
Beach Boulevard will become competitors for auto refilling. Trucks will be the principal
source of business for the facility over the long term.
Other Considerations
Currently, there are two types of CNG fuel systems available: dedicated vehicles or
conversions that run solely on CNG and normally have a fuel capacity equal to or larger than
the original gasoline or diesel tank and bi-fuel vehicles that have the ability to run on either
CNG or gasoline/diesel. These bi-fuel vehicles typically retain their original gasoline/diesel
tank and are retrofitted with an additional, smaller-capacity CNG tank. While it is beyond
the scope of our analysis to determine which better meets the City’s need, the amount of
fuel utilization and infrastructure investment will depend upon which system is chosen.
Based upon our interviews the cost to build a facility is a minimum of $1.0+ to $2.0million
for a CNG facility ($250,000+ per pump/hose) and $3.0 to $4.0 million for LNG facilities
given the additional cooling equipment required. One of the reasons why multiple pumps
or hoses are needed is the desire to maintain “quick fill”, however all quick fill CNG
equipment systems need recovery time—i.e., adequate time for the ground storage tanks
to be recharged (refilled) with CNG after customer vehicles have been fueled. Such recovery
time is not needed in slow-fill CNG systems, where the compressor fills the vehicle directly
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from the compressor with no ground storage tanks. Slow-fill systems take much longer to
fuel a vehicle than quck-fill systems. Slow fill is generally eight to 12 hours versus quick fill
which is approxmately four minutes. However, due to the needed recovery time, more
quick fill stations are required than would be the case with slow fill.
There are also a series of other operating system cost considerations which need to be
accounted for when determining the desirability of converting to CNG which we identified
in our assessment and interviews:
•
•
•
•
•

Determining the adequate size and type of compressor systems has been noted as a
critical item. Undersized systems can lead to significantly higher operating and
maintenance costs; oversized means higher up front costs than is warranted;
Size and type of storage tanks needs to be carefully considered;
CNG product conditioning systems (e.g., driers) are a key and costly project element;
Control systems vary broadly from supplier to supplier; and,
Acquisition, operation and maintenance costs of the facility and the fleet over the
long term need to be taken into account in any assessment.

Finally, the biggest pipeline supplier of natural gas in Florida is TECO People’s Gas. Other
significant suppliers include:
•
•
•

Southern Natural Gas in North Florida
Florida Gas Transmission
Gulfstream Natural Gas Systems

One key determination at the outset is an understanding of the availability of lower cost
pipeline gas supply to the site as opposed to truck fill which will almost certainly be at a
higher wholesale price.
Cost/Benefit Summary
For the cost benefit analysis undertaken as part of this study, we completed two separate
evaluations which are described in the following:
1.) Analysis of Payback Period For Sample CNG Station – In this first case, we evaluate the
estimated payback period associated with the infrastructure investment under various
fleet and mileage scenarios which is not specific to Hallandale Beach’s operating
structure. Rather, this initial analysis is being performed to provide an understanding of
the payback period for the City’s investment in CNG Station based upon industry
standard capital costs, operating costs and utilization (revenues). Importantly, the
analysis is based upon insight from the research completed as part of this assessment
and may be subject to refinement based upon updated information (such as changes in
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infrastructure cost structure or operating efficiencies) that may result from near term
advances of a relatively newly evolving industry. The detailed proforma analysis is
provided in Attachment A herein.
Generally, for units of government or private sector business contemplating building a
CNG facility the following thresholds should be met to insure a reasonable (5-7 years)
payback is achieved:
•
•
•
•

The fleet should consist of at least 50 vehicles targeted for conversion;
Average mileage per vehicle should be from 40,000 miles per year, at a minimum
and preferably 70,000+ miles per year;
According to sources interviewed, it costs $35,000 to $80,000 to convert an existing
Class 6, or 7 vehicle to CNG and from $200,000 to $350,000 for a new vehicle
equipped with CNG system; and,
There is an additional cost of $250,000 to $350,000 to retrofit maintenance facilities
for CNG vehicles.

2.) Hallandale Beach CNG Conversion Assessment – The second analysis completed for this
study provides an evaluation of the City’s CNG station/facilities investment based upon:
a.) estimated costs associated with a detailed analysis of either converting existing
vehicles and/or purchasing new vehicles among the City’s current 125+ vehicle fleet
based upon age, condition, and class of vehicle (not including Police and Fire
Department vehicles); and, b.) and an estimate of the fuel cost savings resulting from
the fleet conversion. The fleet conversion Attachment B provides a detailed proforma
of conversion costs (under varying cost scenarios) and fuel savings calculations, with a
summary of results as follows:
City of Hallandale Beach (Vehicle Fleet)
Total City’s Fleet – Miles Driven (2012)

380,500

Regular/Diesel Fuel Consumed (2012)

97,800

Annual Diesel/Regular Fuel Cost (2012)

$331,500

Est. Annual CNG Fuel Cost (2012) (@ 50% Regular/Diesel)

$165,750

Est. CNG Fuel Savings/Year (2012 $’s)

$165,750

Total Vehicle Conversion/Maintenance Cost (Mid Range)
Number of Years for Investment Payback

$3,596,000
21.7

-

Investment Payback (if Regular/Diesel increases by 25%)

14.5

-

Investment Payback (if Regular/Diesel increases by 50%)

10.5
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As summarized above, City provided data indicates that its entire vehicle fleet traveled a
total 380,000 miles in 2012 (or an average 3,100 miles per vehicle per year). Based upon
the City’s 2012 fuel consumption (97,800 gallons), the City spent $331,500 in regular/diesel
fuel. If we assume that regular/diesel fuel costs remain constant (2012 $’s) than the
payback period for the $3.6 million CNG Vehicle Conversion and Maintenance Facility
upgrade cost is 21.7 years – which clearly does not justify the investment from strictly an
economic perspective. Accordingly, even if regular/diesel fuel costs increase 25 percent or
even 50 percent, then the payback period shortens though only too roughly 15 and 11
years, respectively. As a result, the analysis above clearly indicates that given the level of
utilization (or total mileage for its fleet), the City’s investment in a CNG vehicle conversion
and station is not warranted from an economic standpoint. However, perhaps the City’s
best option is to identify a private fleet operator or private investor who would partner with
the City to development the CNG filling station. In this scenario, the private investor would
be assured the City would be a long term customer to establish a base of business and have
access to a well located ready-to-build site.
Findings and Recommendations
Based upon our interviews and industry research we recommend the following:
•

Beyond the environmental benefits, it makes strong economic sense for the City to
convert its truck fleet to CNG if it does not have to develop its own filling
infrastructure but can refill in a privately developed station on the Ansin Boulevard
site.

•

The City should rapidly issue a request to identify a private partner to develop a CNG
with LNG expansion potential on the Ansin Boulevard site. Beyond the contribution
of land, the City can assure the operator/investor a significant annual purchase of
CNG which while not enough to support the construction of the facility certainly
minimizes risk. The reason for speed in issuing the request is due to the fact that as
in any rapidly expanding and changing industry, the competition among land owners
and municipalities with similarly well located sites for CNG/LNG filling stations will
expand rapidly as well and the sooner to market the better given competition
among land owners to offer up strong sites up-and-down I-95 in Broward and
northern Miami-Dade County will expand as well.

•

One aspect of the request for private CNG investors should include an option to the
lessee of the site to either indicate a proposed fixed ground lease payment or
payment through a long term reduction-to-market CNG cost expressed as a percent
of best customer or surrounding competitive market cost. We strongly recommend
against the City attempting to realize land value through a revenue participation
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agreement. The market is too fluid at this point to accurately estimate the long term
viability of any given filling station’s revenue.
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